
C H A PT E R  3

O V ER LA PPIN G  TEC H N IQ U E

A PPR O A C H IN G  TH E C O E F FIC IE N T  O F TR A N SFO R M A TIO N

3.1 Schem atic of Typical M odel R elation

Typically, characterization is a process to define relationship between input 

signal and output signal of an unknown model. Figure 3-1 shows a schematic of a 

typical relationship between Input Signal (Xi) and Output Signal (Yj) of Real Model 
(Q). There are two approaches to characterize the model: Forward Characterization 
and Backward Characterization. The former usually uses for an input device in Color 

Management System and the latter for an output device.

For the output device, an Input Signal (Xi) is Device Color Space or 

Dependent Color Space, and an Output Signal (Yj) is System Color Space or 

Independent Color Space.

F igure  3-1 The schematic diagram of typical relationship of Input and Output Signal.
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3.2 M ethod of C haracteriza tion  w ith L east S quare M atrices

Basically, there are three steps to characterize the unknown model by Least 

Square Method.

3.2.1 Look-up Table (LUT)

Look-up table or LUT is a table that consists of samples of input 

signals and output signals. Usually, this table is obtained from a physical pass of 

some input signals through a Real Model and a measurement of corresponding output 

signals. Thus, it always be a Forward Characterization to create the LUT.

If the LUT containes all of the possible signals, it could exactly 

represent the Real Model. However, it usually has only a few samples of signals 

because its large number is impossible to obtain, 16.7 million color signals in case of 

printer model. The samples obtained from sampling of total signals become LUT 
data.

The LUT data can be written in mathematic expression as follow:

[Yh = cp.[X] 1 (3-1)

where; (p is the Forward Function represents the relationship of LUT
data of the Real Model.

X is the input signal and independent variable of (p.
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Y is the output signal that corresponds to the input signal, It is a 
function of ( 10  and dependent variable.

i = l,2,...,n, represents ท sample of input signal that uses to 
characterize the Real Model (Q).

3.2.2 Inverse LUT

Coefficients of an approximated model are obtained from LUT data 
by least square method. These coefficients use to predict the input signal for the 

model to retrieve the expected output signals and vice versa. In this case, the 

Backward Characterization is interested, then the Forward LUT data will be 

converted to be Backward LUT data.
The relation of the Backward LUT data can be written in 

mathematic expression as follow

[X] 1 = (p-'.m 1 (3-2)

where; qf1 is Backward Function represents the relationship of the
Backward LUT data of the Real Model.

Then for this Backward LUT data, the Output Signal [Y]i become 

input signal and the Input Signal [X]i become output signal for the Backward 
Characterization. If each pair of input signal and output signal composes of three 

parameters, then it can be written in mathematic expression as follow:
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[X1,X2,X3]i = (p-I.[YL Y2'Y3]i (3-3)

3.2.3 The Multiple Linear Regression Model

The regression method uses LUT data to calculate the coefficients 

that approach the Real Model (Q). In this case, the Backward Characterization (qf1 ) 
links the Input Signal [Y]i to the Output Signal [X]i, each has three parameters. Thus, 

the model can be assumed as follow:

Xi=ao + Æ1  R] + a2 R2 + a3 R3 +...+ ai Ri
X2-bo + bj Rj + b2 R2 + b3 R3 +...+ bj Ri (3-4)
X 3—CQ + Cl Ri + c2 R2 + c3 R3 + ... + Ci Ri

where;

This can be written in matrix form as

โ*!

* a0 a, a2 ... an~
*2 = bo b, b2 ... bn

1r''ๆ1 _c0 c1 c2 .-  cn _
(3-5)

a, b, c are the coefficients of each parameter. 

i = 0,1,2 represents k different independent parameter.
ท = 0,1,2 represents m polynomial terms that less than

the number of data in LUT.
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R is a function of [Y]i that can be a combination of three 

parameters as follow:

R,=Y,

R2=Y2 
Rs=Y3 
R4=Y 1 .Y2 
R5=Y2.Y3 
Rô=Y3 .Yj

R7=(Y i )2

Rs=(Y2)2
R9=(Y3)2
R io= Y j .Y 2 J 3

Rii=(Yi)3
Ri2=(Y2f
Ri3=(Y3f
Rl4=(Y,)2 .Y2
Rl5~(Y2)2 .Y3 
Rl6=(Y3)2 .Y, 
r ,7= y, ,(Y2)2 
Rl8= y2 ,(Y3f  
R19= Ys .(Y 1)2

Finally, the coefficient metrics are derived. And it can be written as

follow:
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[ x I x 2, x 3] i = 0.[Y1, Y2,Y 3]  1 (3-6)

or

[ X J i = e . [ Y ] 1 ( 3 -7 )

where; 0 is Regression Model obtained by least square method with

Backward LUT data.

It is Backward Relationship that approximates the Real Model (XT1). 
And can be written by mathematic expression as:

a0 a, a2 -.. a
e = b0 b1 ๖2 ... b,

So c, c2 ... c
(3-8)

3.3 T e trah ed ra l P artitio n  M ethod

Another constituent is number of data, or LUT data size, that uses to derive the 

coefficient matrix. There is some difference of accuracy, to approximate the result, 

between the use of coefficient matrix obtained from the whole data and the portion of 

data around the interested point. In geometric viewpoint, this is the method of 

dividing data into Sub-divided color space. The coefficient matrices can be derived
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from each sub-space because the data can arrange itself as axis to form a space. 

Hence, there are several alternatives to partition the data space.

Tetrahedral method is a technique to partition a cube into six tetrahedrons; 

each has a triangle base as shown in Figure 3-2.

F igure 3-2 Tetrahedral partition method divide a cube into six sub-spaces.

For the three parameter cube color space, such as sRGB color space, It could 

be easily defined a boundary partition of an interesting point. Just compare each 

parameter value itself as show below:

Section T 1 R>G>B

Section T2 R>B>G

Section T3 G>R>B

Section T4 G>B>R

Section T5 B>R>G

Section Tô B>G>R
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3.4 The p ropose m ethod

The proposed method is a combination of Regression model and Tetrahedral 
partition technique. There are two major alternatives to make partition: 1) to create a 

partition based on the knots point, 2) to apply any geometric form into the color space 

regardless of the knot point.

The first alternative can be a simplex/-13] if the partition is base on 4 knots in 

three dimension space which is the smallest partition it could be. This method usually 

gives the outstanding approximated result for the maximum error entire the space for 

typical algorithm. However, the search engine to find the adjacent knots of each 

interested point is expensive.

The second alternative is just apply any geometric forms into a color space. 

This will geometrically divide the LUT data into sub-spaces. Thus, It is important to 

realize that each partition might consist of uncertain number of LUT data and, 

moreover, the position of each LUT data in the partition.

The tetrahedral partition technique chosen here is the latter approach. It 

applies to the sRGB color space followed by the plane of R+G+B=383, whereby are 

obtained 12 partitions. Finally, each sub-divided color space is applied by regression 

model to retrieve the coefficient of transformation.

Before going further to the experiment, it is necessary to categorize some 

kinds of partition used in this work. The following are some terminologies that use in 

the propose thecnique.
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3.4.1 Coefficient Partition

Coefficient Partition is a portion of LUT data, which is graphically 

grouped by a partition method. This portion of LUT data uses for deriving its 

coefficient. Figure 3-3 shows a graphically tetrahedral partition in sRGB color space.

F igure 3-3 Tetrahedral partition in sRGB color space.

3.4.2 Target Partition

Target Partition is a boundary which locates each input signal to 

approximate the result by corresponding coefficient partition. Typically, this partition 

has the same boundary as the Coefficient Partition.
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3.4.3 Overlapping Partition

Overlapping Partition is a method of partitioning color space to be 

Coefficient Partition, which allow each partition overlap each other. Basically, each 

Coefficient Partition has the same boundary as each corresponding Target Partition. 
However, It doesn’t practical to approach by this method. Because some of input 

signal might be out side the boundary of LUT data.

F igure  3-4 The Input Signals [Y]i which are out side of the LUT data boundary.

In Figure 3-4, the black thick line is the Coefficient Partition and 

dash line is LUT data boundary, the black circle points represent LUT data, the white 

triangle is the Input Signal [Y]i, the black triangle is Input Signal [Y]i which are out of 

LUT data boundary.
In this case, if the Target Partition has the same boundary as 

Coefficient Partition, some of the Input Signal [Yfi might be out of the LUT data 
boundary. The approximated value may be huge of error outside LUT data boundary 
due to the characteristic of regression model that it is not suitable for predicting an
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outer range value. So, it’s better to extract the Coefficient Partition, at least, to cover 

the Target Partition. Figure 3-5 shows an extracted Coefficient Partition.

F igure  3-5 A partition, which is extracted to cover corresponding target partition.

3.5 The categories of the Testing D ata

An evaluation method uses the amount of input signal to be a Testing data[T]i. 
The testing signal can be divided into two categories; 1). Uniformly sampling of 

signal testing data defined as Tuni. Figure 3-6 shows an example of Tuni signal of 

printer Canon model BJC8500, which only exists in its Gamut boundary. 2). Domain 

of signal data in Backward LUT data, as shown in Figure 3-7, defined as Tint.
The Latter can be used as a Testing data, because the nature of least square 

algorithm that each LUT data has an error from the regression line. And the 

combination of these is global signal testing data defined as Tgio-



Figure 3-6 Testing data Tuni uniformly distribute around printer gamut.

F igure 3-7 Testing data Tiu, un-uniformly distribute around printer gamut.
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3.6 E valuation  of A lgorithm

M o d e l

Figure 3-8 The schematic diagram of the testing algorithm process.

The schematic diagram of the testing algorithm process shown in Figure 3-8. 

First, the In p u t S ig n a l  [ X ] i obtained from many kinds of T e s tin g  d a ta  by backward 

simulated model (6 ). Then these In p u t S ig n a ls  [ X ] i are passed through the R e a l  M o d e l  

(£2) to get the O u tp u t S ig n a ls  [Y ]i

Finally, The evaluating process is done by comparing the O u tp u t S ig n a l [Y ] i  

with T e s tin g  d a ta  [T i] by following relation.

A E  = [ t 11- : e  T a  ] - [ t0  ๏ r„ ] ( 3 - 9 )
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where; K  ® ]
are the testing input signal that is passed through the inverse 

of Real Model (0~‘) and Real Model (12). Therefore, the 

output testing signal is exactly same as input signal.

are the testing input signal that is passed through the inverse 

of approximated model (8) and real model (12). Therefore, the 

output testing signal is not exactly same as input signal.

AE is the difference of both result signals in Euclidean Space.
© is the operand that stand for the real process of each model.

The criterion to judge the algorithm is the difference of distance in Euclidean 

Space or color difference (AE) of each testing signal compared in LAB color space. 

The color difference (AE) can be obtained from the following equation:

AL is the difference of lightness in L*a*b* Color Space.
Aa is the difference of chromatic component a* in L*a*b* Color 

Space.
Ab is the difference of chromatic component b* in L*a*b* Color

[ T . ® T a ]

AE 1 = Il (AL,)2 + (Aaif + (Abif น1'2 (3-10)

where; AE is the difference of color in Euclidean Space.

Space.
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i = 1 , 2 , ท, represents ท sample of Testing Signal that uses to 
evaluate the algorithm performance.

Then, the approximated accuracy of the algorithm is evaluated by statistical 

methods. They include Arithmetic Mean (AE ), Root Mean Square (RMS) and 

Maximum of Color Different ( Lc0 ).

The first one performs a comparison in a simple way. As shown in below:

( 3 - 1 1 )

The second one includes a meaning of Standard Deviation together with 

Arithmetic Mean, so typically the value of RMS is greater than the Arithmetic Mean.

RMS = ( 3 - 1 2 )

The last one judges the algorithm whether it’s suitable for some kinds of work 

which special colors play an important role such as logo color etc.

L . = max\\AE 1 ( 3 - 1 3 )
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